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5.1.3 STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

SBM Offshore maintains open and active engagement with
its external stakeholders through regular business
interactions, including the Annual General Meeting, analyst
and investor roadshows/meetings, analyst webcast
presentations, press releases, website updates, surveys and
desktop research.

The feedback obtained during the Materiality Analysis,
explained in section 1.2, forms a key element of the
backbone of SBM Offshore’s stakeholder engagement
approach. This approach is complemented by other
interactions with stakeholders, in order to validate findings,
and the feedback received feeds into management’s
approach to Materiality and long-term value creation.

Would you like to participate in SBM Offshore’s 2024
Stakeholder Engagement or provide feedback for the 2023
Stakeholder Engagement? Please write to SBM Offshore at
sustainability@sbmoffshore.com.

5.1.4 TASKFORCE FOR CLIMATE-
RELATED FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
(TCFD)

MANAGEMENT APPROACH
Mitigating the impacts of climate change while meeting the
needs of the future by facilitating the energy transition are
key for SBM Offshore. The Climate Change Risk and
Opportunity assessment is embedded in the portfolio of
the CEO, COO and CFO. The Director responsible for
Strategy & Sustainability – reporting to the CEO – is
responsible for scenario planning, and the Group Risk &
Control Manager – ultimately reporting to the CFO –
embeds Climate Risks and Opportunities into
SBM Offshore’s risk management processes and systems.
These processes involve risk management professionals
and SBM Offshore’s Group Strategy and Sustainability
teams as well as business owners, with validation by the
Risk Assurance Committee. Any financial impacts identified
in the process are disclosed in chapter 4 of this report.

Frameworks from the TCFD have been used to structure
the assessment, more specifically, the TCFD’s Technical
Supplement. SBM Offshore has applied the following
steps:
1. Ensuring governance to integrate climate change

scenario analysis into strategic planning and enterprise
risk management.

2. Assessment of the materiality of climate change-
related risks and opportunities with business and
functional experts.

3. Identification and definition of the range of climate
change scenarios.

4. Evaluation of business impact per scenario together
with business owners.

5. Identification of potential responses.
6. Documentation in a climate change outcome

presentation and embedding in SBM Offshore’s ERM
system as well as disclosure as per this Annual Report
and internal presentations.

The outcome is used to future-proof the current strategy
against physical and transitional climate change-related
risks and opportunities. Identified risks and opportunities
are embedded in SBM Offshore’s risk management
approach, explained in section 3.5 and SBM Offshore’s
strategic planning processes.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Climate change risks and opportunities are identified and
assessed against SBM Offshore’s strategy in SBM Offshore’s
risk breakdown structure. When relevant, these risks are
included in the detailed risk review and analysis is done for
all tenders, projects and FPSO (asset) fleet operations that
are part of SBM Offshore’s portfolio. The Group Risk
Manager facilitates the process of bottom-up climate
change risk reporting to the Risk Assurance Committee
(RAC) for consolidation purposes. The outcome of the
review in the RAC results in heat-maps of risks, which are
presented in a quarterly risk report. This covers proposal,
projects and fleet individual risks, as well as Group
Functions and Execution Centers, and includes actions and
managing measures in place to mitigate risk. The report
provides an overview to the Management Board and
Supervisory Board alongside the measurement of
SBM Offshore’s Risk Appetite Statements and the latest risk
profile. Between 2019 and 2021, SBM Offshore ran
workshops with business, risk management and
sustainability experts to identify climate risks for its
business, segmenting between operations, offices and
yards. In the years following, SBM Offshore expanded its
financial impact analysis and disclosures, which have been
updated during 2023.

SCENARIO PLANNING
SBM Offshore has defined two climate change scenarios to
future-proof current strategy and take subsequent action
based on IEA and IPCC data:
1. A climate change scenario based on the IEA’s Stated

Policy Scenario (STEPS) and the IPCC’s Representative
Concentration Pathway (RCP) 4.5 and 6.0. This scenario
reflects the impact of announced country policies
across the globe. This trajectory is said to have a
positive impact on climate change, but falls short of
meeting Paris Agreement goals.

2. A climate action scenario based on the IEA’s NZE
scenario and the IPCC’s RCP 1.9 and 2.6. This scenario
reflects a trajectory consistent with countries’ shared
sustainable energy goals. The trajectory provides for


